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Abstract

Informal lenders appear to be thriving even in regions where microfinance institutions (MFIs),

such as the Grameen Bank, have established lending programs. We suggest that an explanation for this

well-documented observation lies in the ubiquitous use of regularly scheduled repayments by MFIs.

Borrowers are typically required to repay their loans in tightly structured installments, beginning soon

after loan disbursement. This little-remarked aspect of the repayment schedule is usually explained as

inculcating ‘fiscal discipline’ among borrowers. We argue that an alternative rationale for this loan

repayment structure lies in the difficulty of monitoring borrowers’ actions. The potential for moral

hazard leads MFIs to use innovative mechanisms, such as regularly scheduled repayments, which

indirectly coopt the better-informed informal lenders. Conversely, this installment repayment

structure allows informal lenders to survive. Further, we show that this linkage can not only expand

the volume of informal lending, but may also raise the interest rate in the informal sector.
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1. Introduction

Informal lenders appear to be thriving even in regions where microfinance

institutions (hereafter MFIs), such as the Grameen Bank, have established microlending
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programs.2 One might argue that they serve those borrowers who are either ‘too rich’ for the

criteria laid down by microfinance institutions, or those borrowers who are ‘too poor’ to

have viable enterprises.3 However, as a number of recent studies have pointed out and as we

show in this paper, there is considerable evidence that MFI members not only borrow

extensively in the informal market but also use informal loans to repay MFI debt.4 At first

sight, this appears to be a condemnation of microfinance, especially since much of the

motivation behind Grameen Bank, and other such programs modeled to a greater or smaller

extent on it, has focused on freeing poor borrowers from the clutches of informal

moneylenders.5 However, as we point out, in an information-constrained world, this might

well be an improvement over the no-intervention equilibrium.

We depart from the extant literature by explicitly incorporating the existence of the

informal sector in the MFI’s analysis. Existing analyses of microfinance (motivated

predominantly, although not exclusively, by the success of Grameen Bank) have tended

to focus on the group lending aspect of MFIs, for example, contrasting group lending with

individual loans as the counterfactual (Besley and Coate, 1995), or considering the

motivations determining the endogenous formation of groups (Ghatak, 1999). But the

pre-MFI environment was typically characterized by the presence of an informal credit

sector and it is not clear why it should be assumed away in considering the strengths and

weaknesses of the microfinance methodology. What happens to informal lenders in villages

where there is a microfinance program? And, conversely, how does the presence of

informal lenders influence the microfinance program?

We argue that this discussion should be conducted in conjunction with the discussion of

another relatively little-mentioned feature of microcredit programs—the emphasis on

regularly scheduled repayments of loans. A feature common to most Grameen Bank-like

microcredit schemes is that borrowers are required to repay their loan in tightly structured

installments (e.g., the loan repayment schedule for borrowers from Grameen Bank typically

requires repayment in weekly installments over a year, with the first installment due

immediately). This little-remarked aspect of the repayment schedule is usually explained on

the grounds that it inculcates ‘fiscal discipline,’ or gets borrowers used to the idea of making

regular repayments.6 This is a puzzling assertion, and can only be justified on the basis of

the implicit assumption mentioned earlier—that, pre-MFI, borrowers had no experience of

6 For example, Jain (1996) suggests that the weekly meetings, at which the installment repayments are made,

might ingrain the ‘‘cultural habit’’ of following the bank norms on saving, repayments, etc.

5 This is evident in numerous Grameen Bank documents. See, for example, Yunus (1994), Zeller et al.

(1999), and Sinha and Matin (1998).

4 In Section 2 of the paper, we present some direct empirical evidence of such borrowing, and also reference

a number of other studies.

3 Many MFIs target poor rural borrowers through restrictions on maximum landholdings, or days worked as

casual agricultural labor. However, there is increasing anecdotal evidence that the poorest quintile of the

population is effectively excluded from microcredit programs. See, for example, Hulme and Mosley (1996),

Zeller et al. (1999), and Evans et al. (1999).

2 See, for example, Zeller and Sharma (1998), Zeller et al. (1999), Rahman (1992), Murshid and Rahman

(1990), and Sinha and Matin (1998) for evidence from Bangladesh. Zeller et al. report that in 1994–1995 in their

study area, the number of loan transactions in the informal sector was more than six times the number in the

formal sector. Moreover, the informal market accounted for about 60% of the total amount lent and some 41% of

this was from informal lenders other than friends and relatives.
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